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TRANSLATION-INVARIANT MONOTONE SYSTEMS II:

ALMOST PERIODIC/AUTOMORPHIC CASE

HONGXIAO HU AND JIFA JIANG

(Communicated by Yingfei Yi)

Abstract. This paper studies almost periodic/automorphic monotone sys-
tems with positive translation invariance via skew-product flows. It is proved
that every bounded solution of such systems is asymptotically almost peri-
odic/automorphic. Applications are made to a chemical reaction network, es-
pecially to enzymatic futile cycles with almost periodic/automorphic reaction
coefficients.

1. Introduction

It is well-known that strongly monotone dynamical systems have the generic
convergence property (see [13, 14, 15, 36, 37, 41]). A series of conditions have
been found by different researchers to guarantee global convergence for monotone
dynamical systems. For monotone semiflows or mappings, these conditions are
orbital stability/fixed point stability [1, 2, 3, 42, 10, 20, 25, 26, 27], possessing a first
integral or invariant function with positive gradient [32, 28, 22, 34, 7, 8, 18, 19, 45,
46], sublinearity [16, 17, 40, 44, 43], minimal equilibria [47, 12], respectively.

Recently Angeli and Sontag [4, 5] and Angeli, Leenheer and Sontag [6] have
contributed a new type of global convergence condition, named positive translation
invariance, which is motivated by a chemical reaction network. A standard form for
representing (well-mixed and isothermal) chemical reactions by ordinary differential
equations is

(1.1) Ṡ = ΓR(S),

evolving on the nonnegative orthant R
m
+ , where S is an m-vector specifying the

concentrations of m chemical species, Γ : Rn → R
m is the stoichiometry matrix,

and R : Rm
+ → R

n is a function which provides the vector of reaction rates for any
given vector of concentrations. Choosing σ ∈ R

m
+ and using the reaction coordinates

x,

S = σ + Γx,
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instead of the traditional species coordinates S, Angeli and Sontag [4, 5] and Angeli,
Leenheer and Sontag [6] have investigated the monotonicity and global behavior of
systems in the reaction coordinates,

(1.2) ẋ = fσ(x) = R(σ + Γx),

evolving on the state space

Xσ = {x ∈ R
n : σ + Γx ≥ 0}.

Suppose that the matrix Γ has rank exactly n − 1 and its kernel is spanned by
a strongly positive vector v. Then the state space is invariant with respect to
translation by v, namely,

(1.3) x ∈ Xσ ⇒ x+ λv ∈ Xσ, ∀λ ∈ R,

and the solution flow ϕt(ξ) generated by (1.2) enjoys positive translation invariance:

(1.4) ϕt(ξ + λv) = ϕt(ξ) + λv, ∀ξ ∈ Xσ, λ ∈ R.

Angeli, Leenheer and Sontag [6] have shown that (1.2) is cooperative if and only
if the corresponding R-graph is sign-consistent. Assuming that the positively
translation-invariant system is strongly monotone and all solutions are bounded in a
suitable sense, Angeli and Sontag [4] have verified that every solution is convergent
to an equilibrium. We [31] have considered the autonomous/periodic monotone
systems with positive translation invariance without the “strong monotonicity” as-
sumption and have proved global convergence to equilibrium/periodic solutions.

All these conditions in strongly monotone dynamical systems have the following
common characteristics: all forward orbits have some stability property in some
sense (for example, as Lemma 2.3 given in [4]) and the equilibrium set is either
unique, that is, globally attractive in this case, or a totally ordered curve, and
every interior equilibrium in it attracts a codimension one manifold. But if one
only assumes that the dynamical system is monotone without the stronger notion,
the equilibrium set structure is more complicated. If one wishes to get a global
convergence result under each of the above five conditions, he/she will meet diffi-
culties during applying any known methods used in the strongly monotone case.
As Sontag et al. pointed out in [11, p. 297], checking this condition in practice is
often not so easy, or even worse: a system may be monotone, but fails to satisfy
the stronger notion.

The second author has introduced the so-called Lyapunov integer-valued function
to get rid of the irreducibility/strong monotonicity condition and has proved global
convergence for various monotone systems. The idea is to compare each point in a
given positive limit set to an equilibrium/fixed point which is the greatest among
those equilibria/fixed points minus this positive limit set. Such an integer is defined
to be the maximum number of different components between the greatest equilib-
rium/fixed point and points in the given positive limit set. To each positive limit
set there corresponds such an integer, which is called a Lyapunov integer-valued
function. Together with the stability property with induction, one can choose a
sequence of positive limit sets in a given positive limit set such that the corre-
sponding sequence of Lyapunov integer-valued functions is strictly decreasing if
this given positive limit set is not a singleton. In this way, it was proved that an
equilibrium is globally attractive if and only if every forward orbit has compact
closure (see [21, 23, 30, 9]). This technique was further exploited in the multiple
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equilibria/fixed points case to prove global convergent results in monotone (with-
out stronger notion) dynamical systems with every equilibrium/fixed point stable
[25, 26, 27], sublinear nonlinearity [24] and possessing a positive gradient first in-
tegral [28].

Now this method has even been developed to study skew-product monotone
semiflows without the stronger notion (see [29]). Using this technique on each
fibre together with the theory on topological dynamical systems, it is shown that
every omega limit set for uniformly stable monotone skew-product semiflows is
topologically conjugate to the base space flow if the base space flow is minimal
and distal and the state space has lattice structure with an additional precompact
assumption. Applying this abstract result to various almost periodic differential
equations, one gets that if each solution has the compact property and is uniformly
stable, then every solution for systems considered is asymptotically almost periodic.
Novo, Obaya and Sanz [35] have shown that the omega limit set is a uniformly stable
minimal set which admits a fiber distal flow extension if its semiorbit is uniformly
stable, which not only extends the classical extension result in Shen and Yi [39], but
also drops the distal assumption in the abstract result in [29]. Later, together with
their topological result with this Lyapunov integer-valued function method, they
have investigated a series of functional differential equations with infinite delay and
obtained one covering property of the base space ([35, 33]), some of which are even
new in autonomous/periodic cases. The idea in [38] is also along these lines.

Motivated by the study of Angeli and Sontag [4, 5] and Angeli, Leenheer and
Sontag [6] and our previous work [31], we shall investigate the nonautonomous
chemical reaction network. Suppose that the reaction rates depend on time almost
periodically/automorphically:

(1.5) Ṡ = ΓR(t, S),

where R(t, S) is almost periodic/automorphic in t, all other variables and notation
are exactly the same as in the autonomous case. Choosing σ ∈ R

m
+ and using the

reaction coordinates x:
S = σ + Γx,

we transform (1.5) into a system in the reaction coordinates:

(1.6) ẋ = f(t, x) := fσ(t, x) = R(t, σ + Γx)

evolving on the state space

Xσ = {x ∈ R
n : σ + Γx ≥ 0}.

Suppose that the matrix Γ has rank exactly n − 1 and its kernel is spanned by
a strongly positive vector v. Then the state space is invariant with respect to
translation by v, namely,

(1.7) x ∈ Xσ ⇒ x+ λv ∈ Xσ, ∀λ ∈ R.

Assume that the system (1.6) has the uniqueness property for the initial value
problem. Let ϕ(t, ξ, f) denote the solution of (1.6) passing through ξ at t = 0.
Then it enjoys positive translation invariance:

(1.8) ϕ(t, ξ + λv, f) = ϕ(t, ξ, f) + λv, ∀ξ ∈ Xσ, λ ∈ R.

It is easy to see that the solution for every g ∈ H(f) preserves the positive trans-
lation invariance property (1.8), where H(f) is the hull generated by f . So the
skew-product flow induced by the almost periodic/automorphic system (1.6) has
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positive translation invariance. The purpose of this paper is to prove that every
omega limit set for a positively translation-invariant monotone skew-product is con-
jugate to its minimal base flow. The main tool used here is included in [29, 35, 39].
As an application, we apply our result to the enzymatic futile cycles:

E + P ↔ C → E +Q,
F +Q ↔ D → F + P,

which is a model of the activation of a protein substrate P by an enzyme E; C is an
intermediate complex, which dissociates either back into the original components
or into a product (activated protein) Q and the enzyme. The second reaction
transforms Q back into P and is catalyzed by another enzyme F . The mass-action
kinetics model takes the form of (1.5) in which S = (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6)

′ denotes
the concentration species of (P,Q,E, F, C,D)′, the stoichiometry matrix

Γ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

−1 0 0 1
0 1 −1 0
−1 1 0 0
0 0 −1 1
1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 −1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

and the reaction rates

R(S) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

k1S1S3 − k2S5

k3S5

k4S2S4 − k5S6

k6S6

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

where ki is a nonnegative almost periodic/automorphic function for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
It is concluded that every solution of (1.5) in this case is asymptotically almost
periodic/automorphic.

2. Definitions and preliminary results

Denote by R,R+ all real numbers and nonnegative real numbers, respectively,
and let Y be a compact metric space. Recall that a continuous flow σ : R×Y → Y
is said to be minimal if Y contains no nonempty, proper, closed totally invariant
subset. Throughout this paper, we always assume that the flow (Y, σ,R) is minimal.

Let (Vi, V
+
i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be ordered Banach spaces with Int(V +

i ) 	= ∅. Define

V :=

n∏
k=1

Vk, V + :=

n∏
k=1

V +
i .

Then (V, V +) is an ordered Banach space with Int(V +) =
∏n

k=1 Int(V
+
i ) 	= ∅. For

each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Qi : V × Y → Vi be the projection defined by Qi(x, y) = xi,
and Q : V × Y → Y be the projection defined by Q(x, y) = y, respectively.

For x1, x2 ∈ V , we write x1 ≤ x2 if x2−x1 ∈ V +; x1 < x2 if x2−x1 ∈ V + \ {0};
x1 � x2 if x2 − x1 ∈ Int(V +). A vector v is strongly positive if v � 0.

The state space X ⊂ V is assumed to be invariant with respect to translation
by a strongly positive vector v:

(2.1) x ∈ X ⇒ x+ λv ∈ X, ∀λ ∈ R.
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This implies that X is order convex; that is, if a, b ∈ X with a < b, then the segment
{a+ s(b− a) : s ∈ [0, 1]} is contained in X. Our first assumption is

(A1) every compact subset in X has both the greatest lower bound and the least
upper bound.

Consider a continuous skew-product semiflow Π : R+ ×X × Y → X × Y defined
by

Π(t, x, y) = (u(t, x, y), σ(t, y)), ∀(t, x, y) ∈ R
+ ×X × Y.

Our next assumption is

(A2) For every (x, y) ∈ X×Y , there is a t0 = t0(x, y) such that {Πt(x, y) : t ≥ t0}
is precompact.

Definition 2.1. Let Πt be a skew-product semiflow on X × Y . The forward
orbit Πt(x0, y0), t ≥ 0, is said to be uniformly stable if for every ε > 0, there is a
δ = δ(ε) > 0, called the modulus of uniform stability, such that

d(Π(τ + t, x, y0),Π(τ + t, x0, y0)) < ε, ∀t ≥ 0

whenever τ ≥ 0 and d(u(τ, x, y0), u(τ, x0, y0)) < δ.

The following result comes from [35], improving the result in [39, page 29].

Theorem 2.2. Let Πt be a skew-product semiflow on X × Y . If a forward orbit
Πt(x0, y0) is precompact and uniformly stable, then ω(x0, y0) admits a fiber distal
flow extension which is minimal.

The third assumption is

(A3) Every forward orbit of the skew-product semiflow Πt is uniformly stable.

For skew-product semiflows, we always use the order relation on each fiber
Q−1(y). We write (x1, y) ≥y (>y, �y) (x2, y) if x1 ≥ x2 (x1 > x2, x1 � x2).
Without any confusion, we will drop the subscript “y”.

Definition 2.3. A skew-product semiflow Πt on X × Y is said to be mono-
tone (strictly monotone, strongly monotone) if

Πt(x1, y) ≤ (<, �) Πt(x2, y)

whenever t > 0 and (x1, y) < (x2, y).

The final assumption is

(A4) The skew-product semiflow Πt is monotone, and for any two bounded full
orbits Πt(x1, y) ≤ Πt(x2, y), ∀t ∈ R, there exists t0 > 0 such that whenever
Qi ◦ Πs(x1, y) < Qi ◦ Πs(x2, y) holds for some i and s ∈ R, then Qi ◦
Πt(x1, y) � Qi ◦Πt(x2, y) for all t ≥ s+ t0.

With the help of Theorem 2.2, the main results in [29] are stated as follows.

Theorem 2.4. Assume that (A1)–(A4) hold. Then for any (x0, y0) ∈ X × Y ,
(ω(x0, y0),Πt) is conjugate to (Y, σt), and lim

t→∞
‖u(x0, y0, t)−u(x∗

0, y0, t)‖ = 0, where

(x∗
0, y0) = ω(x0, y0) ∩Q−1(y0).

We note that every ω(x0, y0) is a continuous equilibrium according to [35].
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3. The main result and its proof

Recall that our state space X is assumed to be invariant with respect to transla-
tion by a strongly positive vector v. In this section we fix such a strongly positive
vector v as a unit vector. Further we assume that the cone V + is normal. This
means that there exists a constant k > 0 such that whenever 0 ≤ x ≤ y, then
| x |≤ k | y | . Define the v-norm by

‖ x ‖v= inf{t > 0 : −tv ≤ x ≤ tv}.
The norms | . | and ‖ . ‖v are equivalent if the cone V + is normal.

Definition 3.1. A skew product semiflow Πt is said to be positively translation-
invariant with respect to v if

(3.1) u(t, x+ λv, y) = u(t, x, y) + λv, ∀(t, x, y, λ) ∈ R
+ ×X × Y × R.

Theorem 3.2. Let Πt be a skew-product semiflow on X × Y . Assume that (A1),
(A2) and (A4) hold. If Πt is positively translation-invariant with respect to v, then
for any (x0, y0) ∈ X×Y , (ω(x0, y0),Πt) is conjugate to (Y, σt), and lim

t→∞
‖u(x0, y0, t)

− u(x∗
0, y0, t)‖ = 0, where (x∗

0, y0) = ω(x0, y0)∩Q−1(y0), and ω(x0, y0) is a contin-
uous equilibrium for Πt.

From Theorem 2.4, we know that in order to finish the proof of Theorem 3.2,
we only have to check uniform stability for every forward orbit, which is implied
by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that X is invariant with respect to translation by a
strongly positive vector v and Πt is positively translation-invariant with respect to
v. Then every forward orbit of the skew-product semiflow Πt is uniformly stable.

Proof. Fix (x0, y0) ∈ (X,Y ). Then we shall prove that

(3.2) ‖ u(t, x, y0)− u(t, x0, y0) ‖v≤‖ x− x0 ‖v, for all t > 0.

By the definition of v-norm,

− ‖ x− x0 ‖v v ≤ x− x0 ≤‖ x− x0 ‖v v, for all x, x0 ∈ X,

that is,

x0− ‖ x− x0 ‖v v ≤ x ≤ x0+ ‖ x− x0 ‖v v, for all x, x0 ∈ X.

This inequality implies together with monotonicity and positive translation invari-
ance that for all x, x0 ∈ X, t > 0,

u(t, x0, y0)− ‖ x− x0 ‖v v ≤ u(t, x, y0) ≤ u(t, x0, y0)+ ‖ x− x0 ‖v v.

Equivalently, for all x, x0 ∈ X, t > 0,

(3.3) − ‖ x− x0 ‖v v ≤ u(t, x, y0)− u(t, x0, y0) ≤‖ x− x0 ‖v v.

(3.2) immediately follows from (3.3) and the definition of v-norm.
By the cocyle property, we have that

u(t+ τ, x, y) = u(t, u(τ, x, y), y.τ ) for all x, y ∈ X, t, τ > 0.

From this cocyle property together with (3.2), we conclude that

‖ u(t+ τ, x, y0)− u(t+ τ, x0, y0) ‖v≤‖ u(τ, x, y0)− u(τ, x0, y0) ‖v, for all t, τ > 0.
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This proves that every forward orbit of Πt is uniformly stable in the order-norm.
The normality of the cone V + implies that every forward orbit of Πt is uniformly
stable. �
Remark 3.4. Angeli and Sontag [4, page 132, Lemma 2.3] have given a result on the
stability of autonomous positively translation-invariant monotone systems. From
what we have described the stability property in (3.2) is more concise and forthright
than theirs. Actually, if we take V : X → R

+ by V (ξ) =| ξ |v, then V is a Lyapunov
function, and (3.2) reads

V (u(t, x, y0)− u(t, x0, y0)) ≤ V (x− x0), ∀x, x0 ∈ X; y0 ∈ Y ; t > 0,

which is more precise than [4, page 132, (6)].

4. Application

In this section, we apply our Theorem 3.2 to a nonautonomous chemical reaction
network (1.5).

Firstly we assume that the reaction rate R : R × R
m
+ → R

n is continuous, and
for any compact subset K ⊂ R

m
+ , there exists a Lipschitz constant L = L(K) such

that R satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect to S with Lipschitz constant
L on R ×K. Secondly, we assume that R is admissible. This means that for any
compact subset K ⊂ R

m
+ , R is bounded and uniformly continuous on R × K.

Finally, we assume that R is almost periodic/almost automorphic with respect to
t ∈ R (we refer to [39] for the precise definition).

Let S = σ + Γx and f(t, x) := R(t, σ + Γx). The domain for x is

X = {x ∈ R
n : σ + Γx ≥ 0}.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that R satisfies all the conditions stated above. If every
solution of (1.5) is defined for all t ≥ 0 and the positive orthant Rm

+ is positively
invariant for (1.5), then Xσ is invariant under (1.6); i.e., for any x0 ∈ Xσ, the
solution x(t;x0) of (1.6) with x(0;x0) = x0 belongs to Xσ for t ≥ 0.

The proof is the same as the one of Lemma 3.1 in Angeli and Sontag [4], so we
omit it.

Suppose that the matrix Γ has rank exactly n − 1 and its kernel is spanned
by a strongly positive unit vector v. Then the state space X is invariant with
respect to translation by v. The assumptions for R above can be inherited by f .
Thus the vector function generates a family {fτ | τ ∈ R} in C(R ×X,Rn), where
fτ (t, x) := f(t + τ, x)(τ ∈ R) denotes the time translation. Let H(f), the hull
of f , be the closure of {fτ | τ ∈ R} in the compact open topology. By Ascoli’s
theorem, H(f) is compact and in fact is metrizable. Moreover, the time translation
g.t ≡ gt(g ∈ H(f)) induces a nature flow (H(f),R), which is almost periodic/almost
automorphic minimal (see [39] for details).

Let g ∈ H(f). Then there exists a sequence {τn} such that

f(t+ τn, x) → g(t, x) as n → ∞
uniformly on every compact subset [a, b] ×K. Thus there exists a vector function
Q : R×R

m
+ → R

n such that g(t, x) = Q(t, σ+Γx) and Q inherits the properties in
three assumptions on R.

For any g ∈ H(f), let u(t, x, g) be the solution of the system

ẋ = g(t, x) = Q(t, σ + Γx)
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passing through x at t = 0. Then u(t, x, g) enjoys the positive translation invariance
with v � 0. Define the skew-product flow Π on X ×H(f) by

Πt(x, g) = (u(t, x, g), gt) for(t, x, g) ∈ R×X ×H(f).

Then the skew-product flow Π is positively translation-invariant with respect to v.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
(i) the matrix Γ has rank exactly n − 1 whose kernel is spanned by a strongly

positive vector v;
(ii) σ ∈ R

m
+ is such that the system (1.6) is monotone;

(iii) all forward solutions of (1.6) are bounded.
Then every solution of (1.6) is asymptotically almost periodic/automorphic. The

same result is true for (1.5).

This theorem can be applied to enzymatic futile cycles where all ki are nonneg-
ative almost periodic/automorphic functions. For this system, the stoichiometry
matrix and reaction rates are given in the introduction. Explicitly the system in
the reaction coordinates is

ẋ = f(t, x) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

k1(t)(σ3 + x2 − x1)(σ1 + x4 − x1)− k2(t)(σ5 + x1 − x2)
k3(t)(σ5 + x1 − x2)

k4(t)(σ4 + x4 − x3)(σ2 + x2 − x3)− k5(t)(σ6 + x3 − x4)
k6(t)(σ6 + x3 − x4)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

where the state space

X = {(x1, x2, x3, x4) : σ1 + x4 − x1 ≥ 0, σ2 + x2 − x3 ≥ 0, σ3 + x2 − x1 ≥ 0,

σ4 + x4 − x3 ≥ 0, σ5 + x1 − x2 ≥ 0, σ6 + x3 − x4},

and v = 1
4 (1, 1, 1, 1), and ki(t) is either nonnegative almost periodic or nonnegative

almost automorphic for i = 1, 2, ..., 6. Then every solution is either asymptotically
almost periodic or asymptotically almost automorphic. For example, when ki(t) > 0
for each i, σ3 > 0, σ4 > 0, σj = 0, j 	= 3, 4, every solution is asymptotic to a constant
in the line L = {(λ, λ, λ, λ) : λ ∈ R}. In this case, the skew product flow is strongly
monotone.

Before finishing this paper, we artificially construct two examples to show the
potential use of our abstract result.

Example 4.3. Consider the delay differential equations

ẋ(t) = f(t, xt)

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

k1(t)(σ3 + x2(t− τ )− x1(t))(x4(t− τ )− x1(t))− k2(t)(x1(t)− x2(t− τ ))
k3(t)(x1(t− τ )− x2(t))

k4(t)(σ4 + x4(t− τ )− x3(t))(x2(t− τ )− x3(t))− k5(t)(x3(t)− x4(t− τ ))
k6(t)(x3(t− τ )− x4(t))

⎞
⎟⎟⎠,

where ki(t) > 0 is almost periodic/automorphic for each i, σ3 > 0, σ4 > 0. The
system generates a skew-product semiflow Πt defined on C([−τ, 0], X) × H(f),
which is positively translation-invariant with respect to v = 1

4 (1, 1, 1, 1). Thus
every solution in this example is asymptotic to a constant in L.
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Example 4.4. Consider the reaction-diffusion system

∂u

∂t
= Δu+ f(t, u) = Δu+

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

k1(t)(σ3 + u2 − u1)(u4 − u1)− k2(t)(u1 − u2)
k3(t)(u1 − u2)

k4(t)(σ4 + u4 − u3)(u2 − u3)− k5(t)(u3 − u4)
k6(t)((u3 − u4))

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

with Neumann boundary condition on the smooth boundary of manifold Ω, where
ki(t) > 0 is almost periodic/automorphic for each i, σ3 > 0, σ4 > 0. The system
generates a skew-product semiflow Πt defined on C(Ω, X)×H(f), which is positively
translation-invariant with respect to v = 1

4 (1, 1, 1, 1). Thus every solution in this
example is asymptotic to a constant in L.
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